Installation Instructions
AGI 407 and AGI 410 wall boxes

Read these guidelines carefully before mounting the AGI 407 and AGI 410 wall boxes.

**CAUTION**
The DEIF warranty will be lost for products that are damaged because incorrect tools are used for mounting, or because of excessive tightening of the terminals and screws.

**DANGER!**
Do not open the wall box if a power supply is connected.

To open the wall box, remove the screws (marked with blue arrows in Figure 1).

To mount the buzzer, punch out the holes in the front plate (marked with blue in Figure 2).

If the cable comes from below the wall box, use the punch-out hole in the bottom (marked with red in Figure 2).

**Figure 1** Front plate bottom screws

**Figure 2** Front plate punch-out holes
Mount the back plate using suitable screws in the holes marked with red in Figures 3 and 4.

If the cables come from the wall, use the back plate cable entry (marked with blue in Figures 3 and 4).

When the mounting is complete, put the front plate onto the back plate. Screw in the bottom screws (see Figure 1) using a PZ-2 screwdriver, torque 4.5 N·m.

To mount NANO modules, use the bolts marked with green in Figures 3 and 4. Secure the modules with the nuts that come with the wallbox, torque 1.3 N·m.

To mount POE modules, use the bolts marked with purple in Figures 3 and 4. Secure the modules with the nuts that come with the wallbox, torque 1.3 N·m.

Figure 3  AGI 407 back plate
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